HEALTH SCIENCES LIBRARY
A. Humanescence
   by Rae Douglass

LEPRINO BUILDING
B. Unknown (Print)
   by Zaladino
Z. Unknown (Sculpture) [Children with birds]
   by G.W. Jundeen

BUILDING 500 FIRST FLOOR LOBBY
C. Buffalo
   by Robert Sievers

BARBARA DAVIS CENTER LOBBY
D. Unknown (Sculpture) [Carousel horse]
   by Not Available
E. The Tribute Tree
   by Doyle Svenby

NIGHTHORSE CAMPBELL NATIVE HEALTH BUILDING LOBBY
F. Unknown (Sculpture) Indian figure holding basket
   by R. Garcia
G. Unknown (Sculpture) [Sitting Indian with top hat]
   by Joe Beelerg
H. Selected Work (Hope Springs Eternal and The Story Teller)
   by Howard Terpning
I. Unknown (Sculpture) [Indian bust with feather]
   by Joe Beelerg

SCHOOL OF DENTAL MEDICINE BUILDING LOBBY
J. Unknown (Print) [Buffalo]
   by Ed Hunter

COLORADO CHILDREN’S HOSPITAL BUILDING LOBBY
K. The Boettcher Atrium
   by Unknown

ROCKY MOUNTAIN LIONS EYE INSTITUTE LOBBY
L. Unknown (Print) in Memory of Kenneth Kendal King [Lions]
   by Larry Fanning
ANSCHUTZ OUTPATIENT PAVILION
M. Landscape Stairs
   by Christine M. Federighi

ANSCHUTZ INPATIENT PAVILION
N. Indian Encampment Along the River
   by Ralph Albert Blakelock
O. Mountain Landscape
   by Albert Bierstadt
AA. Dennis Brimhall Honor (Sculpture)
   by Burges
BB. Polioplus
   by G. Goodacre

CAMPUS SERVICES CENTER LOBBY
P. Campus Collection (Photographs)
   by Various

SKAGGS SCHOOL OF PHARMACY AND PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES EAST PLAZA
Q. The Arch of Cosmos and Damian
   by Carl Reed, 1993

RED CROSS BUILDING (SOUTH)
R. Bee Hive
   by Unknown

PASCAL BUILDING WEST PLAZA
S. Aspire
   by William Burgess

EDUCATION 1 BUILDING EAST PLAZA
T. Origin
   by Kendra Fleischman

U. Not Used

V. Not Used

HEALING GARDEN
W. C-23
   by Michael Clapper
17TH PLACE from EDUCATION QUAD to RESEARCH QUAD
X. Corpus Collossum
   by Thomas H. Sayre

RESEARCH QUAD
Y. Opening Doors
   by Christopher Weed, 2005

COLORADO CHILDREN’S HOSPITAL
CC. Unknown (Sculpture) [Red worm]
   by Vilona
DD. Unknown (Sculpture) [Penguin]
   by Unknown
EE. Unknown (Sculpture) [Bears]
   by Unknown
FF. Unknown (Sculpture) [Rabbits and carrot]
   by Unknown
GG. The Classics Once Upon a Time
   by G.W. Jundeen
HH. Unknown (Sculpture) [Man with music box and monkey on shoulder]
   by Mark Lundeen

EDUCATION 1
JJ. VerbE 2
   by Mel Ristau

EDUCATION 2 NORTH
KK. Cloud Cells
   by George Peters and Melanie Walker

EDUCATION 2 SOUTH
LL. Fractured Column
   by Tim Prentice